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Background

Began with a rubric that had been used for over 10
years (with minor revisions over the years) to measure
candidates’ developing professional knowledge, skills,
and dispositions across three stages of their
preservice program
Rubric was used across more than 25 different
educator preparation programs on campus to allow for
aggregation and disaggregation of data across and
between programs

Rubric 1: Original rubric row

Rubric 2: First revision discussion -- Does “format” refer to physical
display of the materials or the content on the pages?

Rubric was administered by course instructors (many of whom
were adjunct instructors)
Rubric 3: Second revision -- Changed “product format” to “portfolio
content”

problem, gather information, and determine needs

STEP 2: evaluation of candidates removed from courses and

situated with this committee; candidates still completed their
product within the courses, but evaluation was no longer
completed by course instructors

The checklist format immediately increased rater agreement
But with multiple behaviors required for each rubric row, still
discrepancy between raters for adjacent performance levels
Solution: committee determined that a candidate must receive a check
mark for EVERY item in a performance level in order to be awarded
that performance level
Stages 1 & 2:

STEP 3: committee unpacked the rubric
STEP 4: The revised rubric was altered to create three “stages” of

expected candidate performance across their program

Raters evaluated linguistic clarity
Obtained candidate feedback on revised descriptions
Committee members rated products as a group and individually to generate
discussion and reach agreement on linguistic terms
Revised performance level descriptions into objective, observable, and
measurable behaviors
Resulted in a checklist of behaviors for each criteria
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Once policies and procedures were finalized, they
were communicated to all candidates by committee
members
Results

 Improved quality of candidate performance
 Less frustration among candidates about
expectations
 Course instructors grateful to have a
burdensome task removed

Unpacking a Rubric …

Identified observable, measureable candidate behaviors for each criterion
across performance levels

The committee then developed policies and
procedures to accompany the candidate product
and evaluation of the product
Policies and procedures were communicated both in
person and in writing to all faculty and instructors
with feedback invited

Candidates were frustrated by the inconsistent application of the
rubric across instructors
STEP 1: small group of faculty formed a committee to study the

Committee members then evaluated the same
product separately and discussed results to further
refine descriptions

Policies & Procedures

Course instructors had varying levels of knowledge and use of the
rubric, its purpose, its history

The Solution

Committee members evaluated candidate products
as a group to identify any discrepancies in
interpretation of words or phrases used in revised
rubric

This process was repeated several times until no
further discrepancies were identified

Problems

Course instructors were not consistently trained on application of
the rubric

Rater Training

Stage 3:

 Faculty committee members began identifying
potential gaps in the curriculum through patterns
of candidate performance (or lack thereof)
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Sample Candidate Product Resulting from Original Rubric
My paper, “The First Time I Saw Someone With a Disability” is
an example of INTASC Standard Two; The Professional
educator understands development. The main point that my
paper makes is that I was very afraid of this young man upon
first interacting with him, but through chance, years later had
him as my Best Buddy and he became one of my best friends. I
chose INTASC Standard Two because in my eventual
knowledge about what disabilities were, and that there was
nothing to be afraid of, I was becoming aware that children had
differences past the physical ones that I saw every day such as
height, hair and skin color. I was beginning to understand the
basics that children develop differently and needed different
things to succeed.
Same Candidate – Revised Rubric

The link to this artifact is to a personal blog that I wrote while I
spent the summer of 2014 interning at a residential facility for
children with severe disabilities. For twelve weeks, I worked in
three special education classrooms where I provided direct
instruction to children ages 10-22 in academic and functional
skills, as well as attended ten case conferences.
Throughout the course of the summer, I wrote blog entries
regarding a variety of the issues that were occurring in the
classrooms that I spent my time. I reflected upon the services
that the facility provided, as well as the level of care that this
specific population of children required while comparing them
to my previous experiences.
This artifact demonstrates my knowledge of standard nine
through the practice of active reflection and personal evaluation
of the experiences that I had. This blogging process was the
best way that I could continue to build my knowledge of this
type of service that is available for children who need the most
intensive care. At the start of my internship, I looked over
Indiana’s Article 7, as well as referred to Legal Aspects of
Special Education (Hulett, 2009) to better understand the
reasoning that a school would end up sending a student to this
facility. By reviewing the manifestation determination, as well as
reflecting on my own concepts regarding the least restrictive
environment, I was better able to reframe my thinking with my
time at this facility about how to best serve this population.
By understanding that this setting serves a very unique
population, I was able to change my personal biases regarding
various levels of treatment that children might require. Through
this awareness, I was also able to learn about the legal side of
how children are placed in this facility from the Indiana
Department of Education, and the responsibility of the teacher
at the residential site to ensure that their IEP goals are being
met.

